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How an lattie QCD desribe non-zero baryoni

density?

Continuation.

The region of large baryoni density is terra inognita in the QCD phase diagram, at least

for ab initio theoretial investigations usually o�ered by lattie QCD.

Quenhed lattie studies are obviously misleading, and this is known for 20 years when

lattie studies with dynamial fermions were turning to the phase struture of QCD.

Dynamial studies are possible, however only with dereasing reliability, over a region of

limited hemial potential. They give knowledge with ontrollable preision up to µ/T ≈ 1,

in other words, they are pratially impossible for old dense matter and matter beoming

aessible in heavy ion ollisions in the energy range with

√
sNN between 4 and 10 GeV (so

far explored only in the BES extension program at RHIC down to 7.7 GeV). The region of

medium temperatures and µ/T >> 1 and µB = 3µq ∼ 0.8 GeV (aording to Cleymans et al.

2006) will beome the objet of muh more dediated interest in heavy ion ollisions planned

at failities like NICA (MPD) and FAIR (CBM). This an be onsidered as their brand mark.

In relatively simple terms, I will give an explanation for the unpleasant situation in lattie

theory, whih has its roots in the omplex phase problem (a.k.a. �sign problem�), whih has

prevented a broad ativity and rapid growth of knowledge (as we were to used to get it for

zero baryoni density with µ = 0) over the last 10 years.

An intensive searh for possibilities to overome this �tehnial barrier� has attrated

human and mahine resoures to these methodial questions (detrated away from �number

runhing�). This initiative is bearing fruit now and has revealed a number of promising

potential esapes. They are all related either to �dualization� (hoosing a onjugated

on�guration spae for simulations) or �omplexi�ation� (hoosing a slightly extended

on�guration spae).

The onferene �Lattie 2016� was dominated in a remarkable manner by this development.


